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Introduction
Several chapters in this book describe how to incorporate constraints stemming from additional information about the data, into the clustering process. For example, prior information about known labels or about the knowledge that certain pairs of points have or do not have the same label, are translated into "must-link" and "cannot-link" constraints that impact the clustering algorithms in Chapter XXX. In contrast, in this chapter we deal with a constraint that typically comes from the desiderata or needs of the end-10Constrained Clustering: Advances in Algorithms, Theory and Applications application. This constraint is that the clusters be all of comparable sizes, i.e., the solution be balanced. Here "size" of a cluster typically refers to the number of data points in that cluster. In cases where each point may have a weight/value attached to it, for example the points represent customers and a point's weight is the monetary value of that customer, size can alternatively refer to the net weight of all points in a cluster.
In general, the natural clusters in the data may be of widely varying sizes. Moreover, this variation may not be known beforehand and balanced solutions may not be important. However, for several real life applications, having a balancing requirement helps in making the clusters actually useful and actionable. Thus this imposition comes from the associated application/business needs rather than from the inherent properties of the data. Indeed, it may be specified simply based on the end-goals even without examining the actual data.
Let us now look at some specific applications where a balanced solution is desired:
• Direct Marketing [48, 52] : A direct marketing campaign often starts with segmenting customers into groups of roughly equal size or equal estimated revenue generation, (based on, say, market basket analysis, demographics, or purchasing behavior at a web site), so that the same number of sales teams, marketing dollars, etc., can be allocated to each segment.
• Category Management [39] : Category management is a process that involves managing product categories as business units and customizing them on a store-by-store basis to satisfy customer needs. A core operation in category management, with important applications for large retailers, is to group products into categories of specified sizes such that they match units of shelf space or floor space. Another operation key to large consumer product companies such as Procter & Gamble, is to group related stock keeping units (SKUs) in bundles of comparable revenues or profits. In both operations the clusters need to be refined on an on-going basis because of seasonal difference in sales of different products, consumer trends etc. [26] .
• Clustering of Documents [32, 3] : In clustering of a large corpus of documents to generate topic hierarchies, balancing greatly facilitates browsing/navigation by avoiding the generation of hierarchies that are highly skewed, with uneven depth in different parts of the hierarchy "tree" or having widely varying number of documents at the leaf nodes. Similar principles apply when grouping articles in a website [32] , portal design, and creation of domain specific ontologies by hierarchically grouping concepts.
• Balanced Clustering in Energy Aware Sensor Networks [20, 25] : In distributed sensor networks, sensors are clustered into groups, each repre-sented by a sensor "head", based on attributes such as spatial location, protocol characteristics, etc. An additional desirable property, often imposed as an external soft constraint on clustering, is that each group consume comparable amounts of power, as this makes the overall network more reliable and scalable.
In all the examples above the balancing constraint is soft. It is not important to have clusters of exactly the same size but rather to avoid very small or very large clusters. A clusters that is too small may not be useful, e.g., a group of otherwise very similar customers that is too small to provide customized solutions for. Similarly very large cluster may not be differentiated enough to be readily actionable. Thus balancing may be sought even though the "natural" clusters in the data are quite imbalanced. Additionally, even the desired range of the number of clusters sought, say 5 to 10 in a direct marketing application, may come from high level "business" requirements rather than from data properties. For these reasons, the most appropriate number and nature of clusters determined from a purely data-driven perspective may not match the number obtained from a need-driven one. In such cases, constrained clustering can yield solutions that are of poorer quality when measured by a data-centric criterion such as "average dispersion from cluster representative" (kmeans objective function), even though these same solutions are more preferable from the application viewpoint. Nevertheless, a positive, seemingly surprising result, empirically illustrated later in this chapter, is that even for fairly imbalanced data, a versatile approach to balanced clustering provides comparable, and sometimes better results as judged by the unconstrained clustering objective function. Thus such balanced solutions are then clearly superior if the benefit of meeting the constraints is also factored in. The advantage is largely because balancing provides a form of regularization that seems to avoid low-quality local minima stemming from poor initialization.
In this chapter, we shall focus on partitional clustering approaches that provide balanced results while scaling well to large datasets. In Section 1.2, we present a general framework for scaling up balanced clustering algorithms capable of working with any representative based clustering algorithm, such as KMeans. The framework can provably guarantee a pre-specified minimum number of points per cluster, which can be valuable in several application domains, especially when the number of clusters is large and it is desirable to avoid very small or empty clusters. The framework first clusters a representative sample of the data, and then allocates the rest of the points to these initial clusters by solving a generalization of the stable marriage problem, followed by refinements which satisfy the balancing constraints.
Several practical applications can benefit from a soft balancing approach which produces approximately balanced clusters, but does not necessarily have provable balancing guarantees. Further, since several applications accumulate data over time, it is important to be able to generate online balanced cluster12Constrained Clustering: Advances in Algorithms, Theory and Applications ing based on a sequence of data points. Section 1.3 describes a family of such methods based on frequency-sensitive competitive learning, applicable to both batch and online settings, along with a case study of balanced text clustering. In Section 1.4, we briefly outline other methods for balanced clustering, with particular emphasis on graph partitioning and mixture modeling based methods. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 are largely adapted from [6] and [5] respectively, and these works can be referenced by the interested reader for details. We conclude in Section 1.5 with a brief discussion on future directions.
A Scalable Framework for Balanced Clustering
In this section we describe a general framework for partitional clustering with a user specified degree of balancing, which can be provably guaranteed. The proposed method can be broken down into three steps: (1) sampling, (2) clustering of the sampled set and (3) populating and refining the clusters while satisfying the balancing constraints. For N points and k clusters, the overall complexity of the method is O(kN log N ).
Formulation and Analysis
is minimized under the constraint that |S h | ≥ m, ∀h, for a given m with mk ≤ N . The sampling-based method assumes that for the (unknown) optimal
for some integer l ≥ k. In other words, if samples are drawn uniformly at random from the set X , the probability of picking a sample from any particular optimal partition is at least so that the optimal partitions are all of the same size. Further, the distance function d is assumed to be well-behaved in the following sense: Given a set of points x i , · · · , x n , there is an efficient way of finding the representative
For a very large class of "distance" measures called Bregman divergences, which includes the squared Euclidean distance as well as KL-divergence as special cases, the optimal representative is simply the mean of the cluster and hence can be readily computed [7] . For cosine distance, the representative is again the mean, but scaled to unit length [4] . Therefore the assumption regarding the distance function is not very restrictive.
The above balanced clustering formulation can be efficiently solved in three steps, as outlined below:
Step 1: Sampling of the given data: The given data is first sampled in order to get a small representative subset of the data. The idea is to exploit (1.2) and compute the number of samples one must must draw from the original data in order to get a good representation from each of the optimal partitions in the sampled set with high probability. By extending the analysis of the so-called Coupon Collector's problem [37] one can show the following [6] : If X is the random variable for the number of samples be drawn from X to get at least s points from each partition,
samples are drawn from X (where c is an appropriately chosen constant), then at least s samples are obtained from each optimal partition with probability at least ( 
To better understand the result, consider the case where l = k = 10, and say we want at least s = 50 points from each of the partitions. .0: Number of samples required to achieve a given confidence level for k=10 and s=50.
points are sampled uniformly at random, the expected number of points from each partition is cs ln k. Thus the underlying structure is expected to be preserved in this smaller sampled set and the chances of wide variations from this behavior is very small. For example, for the 99.99% confidence level in Table 1 .1, the average number of samples per partition is 127, which is only about 2.5 times the minimum sample size that is desired, irrespective of the total number of points in X , which could be in the millions for example.
Step 2: Clustering of the sampled data: The second step involves clus-tering the set of n sampled points, X s . The only requirement from this stage is to obtain a k-partitioning of X s and have a representative µ h , h = 1, · · · , k corresponding to each partition. There are several clustering formulations that satisfy this requirement, e.g., clustering using Bregman divergences [7] for which the optimal representatives are given by the centroids, clustering using cosine-type similarities [17, 4] for which the optimal representatives are given by the 2 -normalized centroids, convex clustering [36] for which the optimal representatives are given by generalized centroids, etc. Since the size of the sampled set is much less than that of the original data, one can use slightly involved algorithms as well, without much blow-up in overall complexity.
Step 3: Populating and Refining the clusters: After clustering the n point sample from the original data X , the remaining (N − n) points need to be assigned to the clusters, satisfying the balancing constraint. This can be achieved in two phases: Populate, where the points that were not sampled, and hence do not currently belong to any cluster, are assigned to the existing clusters in a manner that satisfies the balancing constraints while ensuring good quality clusters; and Refine, where iterative refinements are done to improve on the clustering objective function while satisfying the balancing constraints all along. Both phases can be applied irrespective of what clustering algorithm was used in the second step, as long as there is a way to represent the clusters. In fact, the third step is the most critical step and the first two steps can be considered a good way to initialize the populate-refine step.
Let n h be the number of points in cluster h, so that 
In Populate, we just want a reasonably good feasible solution so that |S h | ≥ m, ∀h. Hence, since there are already n h points in S h , we need to assign [m − n h ] + more points to S h , where [x] + = max(x, 0). Ideally, each point in X u should be assigned to the nearest cluster so that
. Such assignments will be called greedy assignments. However, this need not satisfy the balancing constraint. So, we do the assignment of all the points as follows: (i) Exactly [m − n h ] + points are assigned to cluster h, ∀h, such that for each x i that has been assigned to a cluster, either it has been assigned to its nearest cluster, or all clusters h whose representatives µ h are nearer to x i than its own representative µ i already have the required number of points [m − n h ] + , all of which are nearer to µ h than x i ; and (ii) The remaining points are greedily assigned to their nearest clusters. The assignment condition in (i) above is motivated by the stable marriage problem that tries to get a stable match of n men and n women, each with his/her preference list for marriage over the other set [27] . The populate step can be viewed as a generalization of the standard stable marriage setting in that there are k clusters that want to "get married", and cluster h wants to "marry" at least [m−n h ] + points. Hence, an assignment of points to clusters that satisfies condition in (i) is called a stable assignment and the resulting clustering is called stable.
In Refine, feasible iterative refinements are done starting from the clustering obtained from the first part until convergence. Note that at this stage, each point x i ∈ X is in one of the clusters and the balancing constraints are satisfied, i.e., |S h | ≥ m, ∀h. There are two ways in which a refinement can be done, and we iterate between these two steps and the updating of the cluster representative: (i) Point which can be moved to a cluster whose representative is nearer than their current representative, without violating the balancing constraint, are all safely re-assigned; and (ii) Groups of points in different clusters, which can only be simultaneously re-assigned in conjunction with other re-assignments to reduce the cost without violating the constraints, are obtained based on strongly connected components of the possible assignment graph, and all such group re-assignments are done.
After all the individual and group reassignments are made, the cluster representatives are re-estimated. Using the re-estimated means, a new set of reassignments are possible and the above two steps are performed again. The process is repeated until no further updates can be done, and the refinement algorithm terminates.
Experimental Results
We now present results on two high-dimensional text datasets to judge both clustering quality and balancing. The Newsgroup dataset (news20) is a widely used compilation of documents from 20 usenet newsgroups, having naturally balanced clusters with approximately 1000 documents per newsgroup. We tested our algorithms on not only the original dataset, but on a variety of subsets with differing characteristics to explore and understand the behavior of the balanced clustering algorithms. The Yahoo dataset (yahoo) is a collection of 2340 Yahoo news articles belonging one of 20 different Yahoo categories, with cluster sizes ranging from 9 to 494. The dataset helps in studying the effect of forcing balanced clustering in naturally unbalanced data.
Six algorithms are compared:
• Standard KMeans applied to the L 2 normalized version of the data, which makes a fairer comparison for text (applying KMeans on the original sparse high-dimensional data gives very poor results [17] .)
• SPKMeans, the spherical kmeans algorithm [17] (see Section 1.3) which uses cosine similarity between data points and cluster representatives and has been shown to give good results on several benchmark text datasets [17, 4] .
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• SPKpr, a balanced clustering method that uses SPKMeans as the base clustering algorithm and uses both the populate (p) and refine (r) steps.
For lesion studies, three variants are considered in which one or more components of the proposed framework are missing.
• SPKpnr uses SPKMeans as the base clustering algorithm. It uses the populate (p) step, but does not refine (nr) the resulting clusters. The algorithm satisfies any given balancing constraints but need not give good results since the feasible solution is not refined.
• SPKgpnr also uses SPKMeans for clustering. It uses a greedy populate (gp) scheme where every point is assigned to the nearest cluster. Further, no refinements (nr) are done after the greedy populate step. Clearly, this algorithm is not guaranteed to satisfy balancing constraints.
• SPKgpr uses SPKmeans as the base clustering algorithm. It uses greedy populate (gp) to put points into clusters, but performs a full refinement (r) after that. The algorithm is not guaranteed to satisfy the balancing constraints since the populate step is greedy and the refinements do not start from a feasible clustering.
In a tabular form, the four algorithms can be presented as follows:
No Refine Refine Balancing Greedy Populate SPKgpnr SPKgpr No Guarantee Populate SPKpnr SPKpr Guaranteed
Performance of the algorithms are evaluated using one measure for the quality of clustering and two measures for balance of cluster sizes. Since class labels are available for both datasets, a suitable indicator quality of clustering (without regard for balancing) is Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [47] , which measures the agreement of the assigned cluster labels and the true class labels from the confusion matrix of the assignments. A value of 1 for NMI indicates perfect agreement. Quality of balancing is evaluated using two measures: (i) the Standard Deviation in Cluster Sizes (SDCS) and (ii) the Ratio between the Minimum to Expected (RME) cluster sizes. The second measure highlights situations where some very small or empty clusters are obtained. All reported results have been averaged over 10 runs. All algorithms were started with the same random initialization for a given run to ensure fairness of comparison. Moreover, each run was started with a different random initialization. Figure 1 .1 shows the results on news20. Recollect that this is a typical high-dimensional text clustering problem where the true clusters are balanced. As shown in Figure 1.1(a) , the balanced algorithms SPKpr and SPKpnr perform as good as SPKMeans, whereas the unconstrained algorithms SPKgpr and SPKgpnr do not perform as well. Clearly, the balancing constraints resulted in better results. KMeans does not perform as well as the other algorithms. Under a stricter balancing requirement in Figure 1.1(b) , as before, SPKgpr performs marginally better than SPKpr, but the latter satisfies the balancing constraints. The same behavior is observed for SPKgpnr and its corresponding SPKpnr. Note that among the two balancing algorithms, SPKpr performs much better than SPKpnr, thereby showing the value of the refinement step. The same is observed for the unbalanced algorithms as well. Figure 1 .1(c) shows the variation in NMI across balancing constraints for the right number of clusters. We note that the refined algorithms perform much better, although the constraints do decrease the performance by a little amount. Interestingly, both KMeans and SPKmeans achieve very low minimum balancing fraction. Figure 1 .1(d) shows the standard deviation in cluster sizes. The balancing algorithms achieve the lowest standard deviations, as expected. Figures 1.1(e) and 1.1(f) show the minimum-to-average ratio of cluster sizes. Clearly, the balancing algorithms respect the constraints whereas the ratio gets really low for the other algorithms. For a large number of clusters, almost all the unconstrained algorithms start giving zero-sized clusters. Figure 1 .2 shows the results on yahoo. This is a very different dataset from the previous datasets since the natural clusters are highly unbalanced with cluster sizes ranging from 9 to 494. The comparison on most measures of performance look similar to that of other datasets. The major difference is in the minimum-to-average ratio shown in figures 1.2(e) and (f). As expected, the balanced algorithms SPKpr and SPKpnr respect the constraints. The other algorithms (except KMeans) start getting zero-sized clusters for quite low values of clusters. Also, as the balancing requirement becomes more strict (as in figure 1.2(f) ), the disparity between the balanced and other algorithms become more pronounced. Surprisingly, even for such an unbalanced data, the balanced algorithms, particularly SPKpr, perform almost as good as the unconstrained algorithms ( Figure 1.2(c)) .
Overall, the results show that the sampling based balanced clustering method is able to guarantee balancing properties with little or no compromise in matching cluster to class labels.
Frequency Sensitive Approaches for Balanced Clustering
An alternative approach to obtain balanced clustering is via frequency sensitive competitive learning (FSCL) methods for clustering [1] , where clusters of larger sizes are penalized so that points are less likely to get assigned to them. Such an approach can be applied both in the batch as well as in the online settings [5] . Although frequency sensitive assignments can give fairly 18Constrained Clustering: Advances in Algorithms, Theory and Applications balanced clusters in practice, there is no obvious way to guarantee that every cluster will have at least a pre-specified number of points. In this section, we first outline the basic idea in FSCL, and then discuss a case study in balanced clustering of directional data, with applications in text clustering.
Frequency Sensitive Competitive Learning
Competitive learning techniques employ winner-take-all mechanisms to determine the most responsive cell to a given input [22, 44, 23] . If this cell or exemplar then adjusts its afferent weights to respond even more strongly to the given input, the resultant system can be shown to perform unsupervised clustering. For example, the non-normalized competitive learning version of Rumelhart and Zipser [44] , essentially yields an on-line analogue of the popular KMeans clustering algorithm. In its simplest form, one initializes k cluster prototypes or representatives, then visits the data points in arbitrary sequence. Each point is assigned to the nearest prototype (the "winner") which in turn moves a bit in the direction of the new point to get even closer to its most recent member. The kinship to KMeans is obvious. There are also soft competitive learning methods with multiple winners per input [53] , that can be viewed as on-line analogues of soft batch-iterative clustering algorithms such as fuzzy c-means [10] as well as the expectation-maximization (EM)-based approach to clustering data modeled as a mixture of Gaussians [11] .
To address the problem of obtaining clusters of widely varying sizes, a "conscience" mechanism was proposed for competitive learning [14] , that made frequently winning representatives less likely to win in the future because of their heavier conscience. This work was followed by the notable frequency sensitive competitive learning (FSCL) method [1, 18] . FSCL was originally formulated to remedy the problem of under-utilization of parts of a codebook in vector quantization. In FSCL, the competitive computing units are penalized in proportion to the frequency of their winning, so that eventually all units participate in the quantization of the data space. Specifically, [1] proposed that each newly examined point x be assigned to the cluster h * where h * = argmin h n h x − µ h 2 , and n h is the number of points currently in the h th cluster with representative µ h . Thus highly winning clusters, which have higher values of n h , are discouraged from attracting new inputs. This also has the benefit of making the algorithm less susceptible to poor initialization. Convergence properties of the FSCL algorithm to a local minima have been studied by approximating the final phase of the FSCL by a diffusion process described by a Fokker-Plank equation [19] .
Alternatively, suppose we initially start with a data model that is a mixture of identity co-variance Gaussians. Points are now sequentially examined. Each considered point is assigned to the most likely Gaussian (hard assignments), and simultaneouly shrink the covariance of this Gaussian in proportion to the number of points that have been assigned to it so far. In this case one can show that the assignment rule will be [5] :
Note that the empirically proposed FSCL method [1] only considers n h x − µ h 2 while a more formal treatment of the idea results in an extra second term, namely d ln n h .
Case Study: Balanced Clustering of Directional Data
In this section we show how the FSCL principle can applied to problems for which the domain knowledge indicates that data is directional [33] . For example, existing literature on document clustering often normalize the document vectors to unit length after all other preprocessing have been carried out. The cosine of the angle between two such normalized vectors then serves as the similarity measure between the two documents that they represent. Normalization prevents larger documents from dominating the clustering results. Normalization of high-dimensional vectors before clustering is also fruitful for market basket data analysis if one is interested in, say, grouping customers based on the similarities between the percentages of their money spent on the various products.
A suitable generative model for directional datasets is a mixture of von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distributions [33] . The vMF is an analogue of the Gaussian distribution on a hypersphere [33, 4] in that it is the maximum entropy distribution on the hypersphere when the first moment is fixed [29] under the constraint that the points are on a unit hypersphere. The density of a d-dimensional vMF distribution is given by 4) where µ represents the mean direction vector of unit L 2 norm and κ is the concentration around the mean, analogous to the mean and covariance for the multivariate Gaussian distribution. The normalizing coefficient is
where I r (y) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order r [35] . Suppose one applies expectation maximization (EM) to maximize the likelihood of fitting a mixture of vMF distributions to the data, assuming the same κ for each mixture component. Consider a special case where the E-step assigns each data point to the most likely vMF distribution to have generated it. This results in the simple assignment rule: h * = argmax h x T µ h . The M-step, which involves computing the µ h , h = 1, · · · , k, using the current assignments of the data, results in updating the cluster means according to:
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Hence the EM iterations become identical to the spherical kmeans (SPKMeans) algorithm, introduced by Dhillon et al. [17] , and shown to be far superior to regular KMeans for document clustering. One can further show that the objective function to be minimized by this algorithm can be expressed as:
L can be interpreted as the average cosine similarity (cosine of the angle) between any vector x and its cluster representative µ h . It serves as an intrinsic measure of cluster quality and will be called the SPKMeans objective function.
A frequency sensitive version of the above method can be constructed by making κ inversely proportional to the number of points assigned to the corresponding distribution rather than keeping it constant. Thus, if n h is the number of points assigned to S h , then we set κ h ∝ 1/n h . Thus, if a point x is such that
, then x has a higher likelihood of having been generated from S h 1 than S h 2 in the frequency sensitive setting. Hence, the likelihood of points going to clusters having less number of points increases and this implicitly discourages poor local solutions having empty clusters or clusters having very small number of points. In [5] a hard assignment variant of EM was applied to such a frequency sensitive version of mixture of mVF distributions, to obtain three algorithms • fs-SPKMeans, which is a direct extension of SPKMeans using frequency sensitive assignments;
• pifs-SPKMeans, a partially incremental version of fs-SPKMeans where the effective number of points per cluster are updated incrementally after processing every point and the mean of every cluster is updated in batch once in every iteration (after processing all the points); and
• fifs-SPKMeans, which is a fully incremental version of fs-SPKMeans where both the effective number of points per cluster and the cluster means are updated after processing every point.
All these algorithms need to know the number of points to be processed upfront and hence are applicable to static batch data. But suppose we are faced with streaming data and have limited storage available. Such situations are typical of non-stationary environments requiring continuous on-line adaptation [41] . The need for clustering streaming, normalized data is encountered, for example, for real-time incremental grouping of news stories or message alerts that are received on-line. For constructing a balanced, online variant of SPKMeans, we first note that a non-normalized mean µ (t+1) of (t + 1) data points can be written as a recursion in terms of µ (t) [50] as follows:
If the data is obtained from a stationary process, i.e., the parameters of the underlying generative model do not change with time, then µ (t) , as computed by the above recursion will converge, and do not need updating after sufficiently large t. However, typical streaming data is non-stationary. There are two popular approaches taken in such cases: (i) if the data characteristics change abruptly, then such breakpoints can be detected, and a model is fitted for each segment (regime) between two successive breakpoints, assuming stationarity within such segments. Piecewise autoregressive modeling is an example of such an approach. (ii) If the data characteristics vary slowly over time, the problem may be addressed by discounting the past. In particular, a recursion can be used that keeps an exponentially decaying window over the history of observations and maintains the effective count c t+1 of the history rather than the exact (t + 1). More precisely, the approximate recursion for the mean [50] is given by:
where
and L is a large number [50, 42, 38] . Note that this exponential decay factor of (1 − 1/L) ensures that c t+1 converges from below to L. Thus, after the "cold start" period is over, the history maintained in the computation has an effective length L. The choice of L depends on the degree of non-stationarity, and a fundamental tradeoff between resolution and memory depth is encountered [40] . One can take a similar approach for approximating the normalized mean. Now, to make the frequency sensitive version of SPKMeans applicable to streaming data, as before, we want to make κ h ∝ 1/n h . However, the number of points to be processed, n h is unknown and may be unbounded. Using an exponential decay recursion for n h so that n
Also, the most likely distribution to have generated a particular point x i is given by
Using these results, algorithm sfs-SPKMeans, a variant of frequency sensitive SPKMeans applicable to streaming data, can be constructed.
Experimental Results
Let us now look at how the balanced variants of SPKMeans compare with the original version, using the same two datasets as in Section 1.2.2. In 22Constrained Clustering: Advances in Algorithms, Theory and Applications addition to the metrics used to gauge cluster quality and balancing in Section 1.2.2, we use an additional intrinsic measure of cluster quality, namely the SPKMeans objective function (SOF) value (1.7). Note that using this measure favors SPKMeans which optimizes this measure, while all the proposed methods attempt to optimize modified versions of this objective that also weave in balancing constraints. As before, all the results presented are averaged over 10 runs. The initial k means of the SPKMeans were generated by computing the mean of the entire data and making k small random perturbations to this mean [16] . For stability and repeatability, the frequency sensitive algorithms were initialized at points of local minima of the SPKMeans objective function.
Experiments with Batch Algorithms
For news20, fs-SPKMeans and fifs-SPKMeans show very similar behavior (Figure 1.3) . pifs-SPKMeans has a high bias towards balancing, whereas SPKMeans has no explicit mechanism for balancing. All the algorithms achieve their individual highest values of the NMI at k = 20, which is the correct number of clusters ( Figure 1.3(a) ). At k = 20, fifs-SPKMeans and fs-SPKMeans perform better than the other two in terms of the NMI, and also show good balancing. For lower values of k, pifs-SPKMeans performs worse than the other three which have quite similar behavior. For much higher values of k, SPKMeans has significantly higher values of NMI compared to the three proposed approaches, since it starts generating zero-sized clusters (Figure 1.3(d) ) thereby maintaining the objective as well as NMI at a reasonable value. On the other hand, since none of the proposed algorithms generate zero sized clusters, their performance in terms of NMI suffers. As seen from Figures 1.3(c),(d) , pifs-SPKMeans has the most bias towards balancing thereby achieving the lowest SDCS and the highest RME values for the entire range of k over which experiments were performed. It is interesting to note that fs-SPKMeans and fifs-SPKMeans seems to follow a middle ground in terms of its cluster balancing and quality biases. Surprisingly, the SOF values for the proposed algorithms are equal or greater than those achieved by SPKMeans.
As mentioned earlier, yahoo has highly imbalance in the true class sizes. Hence, results on this dataset show how the proposed algorithms handle the data when their balancing bias is not going to help. It is interesting to see that the performance of the algorithms in terms of the NMI is quite similar to what was observed for news20. As before fs-SPKMeans and fifs-SPKMeans perform very similarly and the NMI values they achieve deteriorate for values of k greater than 20, the correct number of clusters ( Figure 1.4(a) ). pifs-SPKMeans performs poorly in terms on the NMI because of its high bias towards balancing that does not help in this particular dataset. It also performs slightly worse than the other algorithms in terms of the SOF values ( Figure 1.4(b) ). However, as before, it consistently gives the lowest SDCS ( Figure 1.4(c) ) and highest RME values ( Figure 1.4(d) ). SPKMeans maintains a reasonable value of the NMI even for large values of k by generating empty clusters. It is interesting to note that due to fact that the natural clusters are not at all balanced, fs-SPKMeans and fifs-SPKMeans give quite low values of RME, but never actually give a zero-sized cluster in the range of k over which experiments were performed. Again, these two algorithms seem to have a good balance between the biases and can respond quite well to the underlying nature of the dataset. Summary of Results: Both fs-SPKMeans and fifs-SPKMeans perform admirably when the value of k chosen is in the neighborhood of the number of classes in the data. They are comparable to or superior than SPKMeans in terms of cluster quality, and superior in terms of balancing. This result is particularly remarkable for yahoo, where the underlying classes have widely varying priors. This is indicative of the beneficial effect of the regularization provided by the soft balancing constraint. However, if k is chosen to be much larger than the number of natural clusters, SPKMeans has an advantage since it starts generating zero-sized clusters, while the others are now hampered by their proclivity to balance cluster sizes. On the other hand, if balancing is very critical, then pifs-SPKMeans is the best choice, but it has to compromise to some extent on cluster quality in order to achieve its superior balancing. So the choice of algorithm clearly depends on the nature of the dataset and the clustering goals, but in general, both fs-SPKMeans and fifs-SPKMeans are attractive even when balancing is not an objective.
Experiments with the Streaming Algorithm
The experiments with streaming algorithms were done by artificially "streaming" the static datasets. The data points are presented sequentially to the sfs-SPKMeans algorithm, repeating the process as many times as necessary in order to simulate streaming data. We call a sequence of showing every document in the selected dataset once as an epoch, and the algorithm is run over multiple epochs until it converges or some preset maxEpoch value is reached. We now present results corresponding to two choices of L-100 and 1000. The corresponding algorithms are referred to as sfs100-SPKMeans and sfs1000-SPKMeans respectively. Note that both these values of L are less than the data set sizes. This means that sfs-SPKMeans has less effective memory than the static algorithms. In fact, such a low effective memory handicaps the streaming algorithm as compared to the static ones which use all the data to update their parameters. As we shall see, the streaming algorithm actually performs reasonably well even with this handicap. Additional results with other values of L are given in [5] .
In news20, the streaming algorithms perform significantly better than the static ones in terms of the NMI (Figure 1.5(a) ). The reason for this surprising result appears to be that since the natural clusters in the data are perfectly balanced and the streaming algorithms are biased towards balanced clustering, they get the correct structure in the data due to their bias. Further, the streaming approach is possibly avoiding bad local minima that affects the performance of KMeans and variants. Among the streaming algorithms, infs100-SPKMeans performs marginally better than infs1000-SPKMeans though the differences are not always significant. The SOF values for the static algorithms are significantly better than those achieved by the streaming algorithms ( Figure 1.5(b) ). There is no significant difference in the SDCS for the various algorithms ( Figure 1.5(c) ). The frequency sensitive algorithms perform better than SPKMeans in terms of the RME values, and the streaming algorithms give higher values of RME than fs-SPKMeans( Figure 1.5(d) ). In yahoo, the static algorithms seem to achieve higher values of NMI than the streaming ones ( Figure 1.6(a) ). In the trade-off between balancing and cluster quality, the streaming algorithms seem to give more importance to the balancing aspect whereas the static ones seems to give higher priority to the cluster quality. The streaming algorithms being biased towards the balancing criterion, performs poorly in terms of the NMI in this dataset that has highly unbalanced natural clusters. Due to this bias, they give significantly better RME values as compared to the static algorithms ( Figure 1.6(d) ). Like news20, the SOF values achieved by the static algorithms are significantly better than those by the streaming ones (Figure 1.6(b) ). Also, similar to news20, there is not much difference in the SDCS across all the algorithms (Figure 1.6(c) ).
Other Balanced Clustering Approaches
In this section, we first briefly comment on the balancing properties of commonly used clustering approaches and then discuss alternative approaches for balanced clustering.
We begin by noting that widely used clustering algorithms based on kmeans, expectation maximization (EM) and variants, do not have any explicit way to guarantee that there is at least a certain minimum number of points per cluster, though, in theory, they have an implicit way of preventing highly skewed clusters [31] . For extreme situations when both the input dimensionality and the number of clusters is high, several researchers [9, 24, 17] have observed that kmeans and related variants quite often generate some clusters that are extremely small or even empty. Note that such imbalances arise in the assignment step, since the step of updating means does not directly govern cluster size. The cluster assignment step can be modified by solving a minimum cost flow problem satisfying constraints [9] on the cluster sizes, as was done in [20] to obtained balanced groupings in energy-aware sensor networks. However this approach is O(N 3 ) and thus has poor scaling properties.
Agglomerative clustering methods also do not provide any guarantees on balancing. Complete link agglomerative clustering as well as Ward's method produce more compact clusters as compared to the single link or nearest neighbor agglomerative methods, but these clusters could be of widely varying sizes. Note that any agglomerative clustering method can be readily adapted so that once a cluster reaches a certain size in the bottom-up agglomeration process, it can be removed from further consideration. However, this may significantly impact cluster quality. Moreover, agglomerative clustering methods have a complexity of Ω(N 2 ) and hence do not scale well. In contrast, certain top-down or divisive clustering methods tend to provide more balanced solutions. Most notable in this category is bisecting kmeans [46] which recursively partitions the current largest cluster into two clusters by solving a 2-means problem. If one ensures that the final split results in two clusters of the same size, then one can show that the largest cluster is no more than twice the size of the second largest one. However, no statement can be made of the smallest cluster size.
A pioneering study of constrained clustering in large databases was presented by Tung et al. [51] . They describe a variety of constraints that may be imposed on a clustering solution, but subsequently focus solely on a balancing constraint on certain key objects called pivot objects. They start with any clustering (involving all the objects) that satisfies the given constraints. This solution is then refined so as to reduce the clustering cost, measured as net dispersion from nearest representatives, while maintaining the constraint satisfaction. The refinement proceeds in two steps: pivot movement and deadlock resolution, both of which are shown to be NP-hard. They propose to scale their approach by compressing the objects into several tight "microclusters" [12] where possible, in a pre-clustering stage, and subsequently doing clustering at the micro-cluster level. Since this is a coarse grain solution, an option of finer grain resolution needs to be provided by allowing pivot points to be shared among multiple micro-clusters. This last facility helps to improve solution quality, but negates some of the computational savings in the process.
Balanced clustering by graph partitioning
Of the very wide variety of approaches that have been proposed for clustering [28, 21] , methods based on graph partitioning form the only general category that provides soft balancing. A clustering problem can be converted into a problem of graph partitioning as follows [30, 48] : A weighted graph is constructed whose vertices are the data-points. An edge connecting two vertices has a weight proportional to the similarity between the corresponding data-points. Thus vertices that represent very similar points are more strongly connected. The choice of the similarity measure quite often depends on the problem domain, e.g., Jaccard coefficient for market-baskets, normalized dot products for text, etc. If a pairwise distance value, d, is available instead of similarity, s, then it can be converted into a similarity value using a suitable inverse, monotonic relationship such as:
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Alternatively one can apply multi-dimensional scaling to the data to get an embedding into a low-dimensional vector space from which the distances can be obtained.
The weighted graph is then partitioned into k disjoint subgraphs by removing a set of edges, known as the "cut." The basic objective function is to minimize the size of this cut, which is calculated as the sum of the weights of all edges belonging to the cut. This tends to retain highly similar points in the same partition, which is also the objective of clustering. The simple min-cut objective has no balancing constraint, and may produce cuts that isolate a very small subset of the points from the rest, but are not of high quality from a clustering viewpoint. The balanced clustering objective functions based on graph partitioning are typically a normalized variant of the simple min-cut objective that ensures that the different partitions are comparable in size. Several ways of normalizing the cut using this added penalty are surveyed in [15] , which also shows how graph clustering methods are related to kernel k-means. Note that the penalty term incorporated into the min-cut problem in order to obtain useful solutions explicitly provides a soft balancing constraint.
A case study of applying graph partitioning to balanced clustering of market baskets is given in [48] . In this work, the need for balancing came from a domain requirement of obtaining groups of customers so that (i) each group has about the same number of customers, or (ii) each group represents comparable revenue amounts. Both types of constraints were obtained through a suitable formulation of the efficient hierarchical "min-cut" algorithm, METIS [30] , and a simple visualization scheme was used to show the balanced nature of the clusterings obtained.
Overall, graph partitioning or spectral clustering methods often give very good results, but they involve Ω(N 2 ) complexity in both memory requirements and computational complexity, since the size of the similarity matrix itself is N 2 . In some situations, a similarity threshold can be used, so entries with similarity value less than the threshold are zeroed out. If the resultant graph is highly sparse, then more efficient storage and computational methods are available.
Model-based Clustering with Soft Balancing
In model-based clustering, one estimates k probabilistic models from the N objects to be clustered, with each model representing a cluster. Perhaps the most well known model-based technique is to fit a mixture of k multivariate Gaussians to a set of vectors using the EM algorithm. Here each Gaussian represents a cluster. But model-based clustering is a very general and versatile framework, catering to a wide variety of data-types/datasets so long as reasonable probabilistic models are known for them [54, 55, 34, 8, 13] . For example, certain sets of strings are well-characterized using a mixture of Hidden Markov Models. For this reason, this section uses the term "objects" rather than "data-points" for the entities being clustered.
When assigning object x to cluster y, the goal is to maximize the expected log-likelihood
where λ y represents (the parameters of) model y [31] . Directly maximizing (1.11) over P (y|x) and λ y leads to a generic model-based k-means algorithm which iterates between the following two steps: 12) and
To make the data assignment step soft, one adds entropy terms to (1.11) [43] , to get a modified objective:
, where I(X; Y ) is the mutual information between the set X of all objects and the set Y of all cluster indices. The parameter T is a Lagrange multiplier used to trade-off between maximizing the average log-likelihood L and minimizing the mutual information between X and Y , and can be interpreted as "temperature" using a analogy with determistic annealing [43] . The net effect of the added term is to modify the assignment update to: 14) which now fractionally assigns each object to each cluster. In [54] , a simple but effective and efficient soft balancing strategy was proposed for the general soft model-based clustering framework described above. The key idea was to add another penalty that constrains the expected number of data objects in each cluster to be equal, rather than constraining the actual number of data objects in each cluster to be equal. In the resulting algorithm, the temperature parameter controls both the softness of clustering as well as that of balancing, and provides a useful knob for users to adjust the level of balancing.
The soft balancing constraints are expressed as: 15) and the modified Lagrangian is where ξ x and η y are Lagrange multipliers. The resulting assignment step is now:
For balanced clustering, it makes sense to set P (y) to be 1/K, which eliminates P (y) from (1.17). Substituting (1.17) into (1.15) and some algebra results in an iterative formula for β y = e η y [54] :
where t is the iteration number, and log() is taken to avoid possible problems with very small likelihood values. For speedier computation, an annealing approach can be taken for computing log β y . That is, one starts from a high temperature (e.g., T = 0.1) and quickly lowers the temperature toward T = 0.01. At every temperature a small number of iterations are run after initializing log β y 's using the values computed from the previous temperature. Compared to hard balancing, soft balancing for model-based clustering can be solved exactly and efficiently using the iterative strategy described above. If we fix the maximum number of iterations, the time complexity for computing log β's is O(KN ). Detailed derivations and experimental results that show the impact of temperature on balancing as well as on cluster quality can be found in [54] .
Concluding Remarks
Obtaining a balanced solution is an explicit goal in certain clustering applications, irrespective of the underlying structure of the data. In other cases, obtaining clusters of comparable sizes is not a stated objective, but some amount of balancing helps in countering poor initializations in iterative clustering algorithms that converge only to a local optimum. In this chapter we covered a variety of methods for achieving scalable, balanced clustering. An important issue that was not covered however is how to determine the appropriate number of clusters. This model selection issue in clustering been extensively studied. Techniques range from information theoretic criteria [2, 45] for model comparison to purely Bayesian approaches such as reversible jump MCMC. But there is no universally accepted solution [28] . Moreover, not much work is available on model selection within a balanced clustering framework. One promising approach is to adapt competitive learning variants that add new clusters if need be as more data is encountered (see [53] and references cited therein). Alternatively, one can first obtain solutions for different values of k and then select a suitable one based on an appropriate model selection criterion that is modified to include a balancing criterion. Results of applying the sampling based scalable balanced clustering framework on the news20 dataset. Results of applying the sampling based scalable balanced clustering framework on the yahoo dataset. Comparison between streaming and static algorithms on the Yahoo20 data: (a) the normalized mutual information values, (b) the SPKMeans objective function values, (c) the standard deviation in cluster sizes, and (d) the ratio of minimum to the expected cluster size values.
